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Pariksha pe Charcha,a public movement was 

successfully organised by the Prime Minister to 

ensure a stress free atmosphere for youngsters 

undertaking exams. Students of Classes X and XII 

viewed the live screening of this stupendous 

interaction wherein our Hon. Prime minister shared 

some interesting mantras to beat exam stress and 

motivated the students to identify their strengths, 

follow their dreams and decide the ambitions 

accordingly. The Charcha concluded with the PM 

urging the students to stop single use plastic, be 

prudent regarding use of water and to plant more 

trees. 

 

 

 

 

Administration of chewable deworming tablets , 

Albendazole, were given to students from 

Preschool - XII in order to improve the overall 

health, nutritional status, access to education and 

quality of life. In this regard, students were also 

informed about personal hygiene and 

consequences of junk food and excess sweet 

consumption. Students and teachers cooperative 

efforts made this campaign a successful one. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PARIKSHA PE CHARCHA  

DEWORMING TABLET ADMINISTRATION & AWARENESS 
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The Ganga Quest - a bilingual, online quiz 

competition was designed with an aim to 

sensitise the young minds about the National 

River Ganga and its significance, cultural and 

historical values, its diversity and its 

ecosystem. Students of classes VI-XII 

participated in this initiative which enriched 

their experience and helped them in getting 

connected with River Ganga’s present 

condition and its past reverence. 

 

Delhi Commission for Protection of Child Rights (DCPCR) is 

responsible for monitoring the implementation of the rights of 

the children, commissioning research studies and inquiring 

into specific complaints/violations of the rights of Children. 

The students were apprised 

about the same in the 

morning assembly (April 

11, 2022) and posters 

made by them were 

displayed on the notice 

boards along with the 

DCPCR helpline number.  

 

 

 

“Our continuing efforts in our everyday lives will make this beautiful planet thrive.” 

In order to curb plastic waste generation in the country and eliminating single-use plastics, 

a special assembly was conducted on Earth Day dated April 22, 2022, wherein a plethora 

of activities were conducted. Our Environmental conservationists from the Pre-Primary and 

Primary Wing contributed by doing various activities to create maximum awareness and 

impact through skit based on Community Helpers, colouring, beautiful model of Earth 

(globe) using blue and green clay,  paper 

tearing, pasting on Earth’s cut out with 

meaningful messages written on it. 

Middle wing manifested paper bags, 

posters and vertical garden whereas 

seniors exhibited declamations, 

speeches, role plays, online quiz, essay 

writing competitions and slogan writing. 

Rhyming with the current Theme - ‘Invest 

in Our Planet’, students took pledge to 

save mother Earth and to Reduce, Reuse, 

and Recycle in the Garden. 

GANGA QUEST ONLINE QUIZ  

DCPCR POSTERS  

EARTH DAY CAMPAIGN FOR PHASING OUT SINGLE USE PLASTICS  
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In order to change the outlook of Board 

appearing students towards exam stress 

and overcome their anxiety before exams 

and result declaration, NCPCR organised 

an online campaign. It involved radio 

broadcasts and live sessions from experts 

to mitigate stress and anxiety among 

students. Students were provided with the 

link to access the session which helped 

them in getting the desired confidence. 

 

 

 

 “Education is a shared commitment 

between dedicated teachers, 

motivated students and enthusiastic 

parents with high expectation” 

Communication between parents and 

teachers is essential for student’s success 

in the classroom.  To commence the new 

session 2022-23, the first physical PTM 

cum orientation was observed on April 30, 

2022. A PowerPoint presentation was 

showcased in the physical classrooms 

depicting the guidelines like Do’s and 

Don’ts of the school, the mode of payment 

of fee, various co-curricular activities 

performed by the students in the previous 

session, code of conduct, tips for parents to 

help the children in remote learning along 

with the academic planner of the session 

including date sheet and other important 

dates. Parents admired the PPT as the same 

was informative and easy to understand. 

The session concluded successfully with 

positive feedback of the parents about the 

efforts of the school for maintaining the Covid-19 protocols. 

 

 

PARIKSHAPARV 4.0 

ORIENTATION PP WING – IX  
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“Laughter is the instant vacation” 

In a very general sense, laughter is a painkiller, and reduces the stress and anxiety of 

physical ailments. We all believe that laughter is the best medicine.  Viewing the same 

and to instil a habit of laughing amongst our children, the 

school celebrated this day with great zeal. Laughter yoga 

exercises were done by the yoga instructor and the 

young learners laughed whole heartedly doing these fun 

filled exercises. This was followed by a small humorous 

skit enactment and everyone enjoyed to the fullest. Also 

they danced on the song “Bum Bum Bole”. The 

celebration ended with many competitions and activities 

based on the theme of laughter in various wings. The day 

was a joyous experience for the children as well as the teachers. 

 

“A mother is she who can take the place of all 

others but whose place no one else can take.” 

 

Tiny tots of Primary and Pre-Primary wing expressed 

their gratitude and affection towards motherhood.  

Bundles of surprises in the forms of greeting cards, 

quotes crowns and flower bouquets were prepared. 

Fondness was demonstrated through an extempore 

.The kids enthusiastically participated in the activities 

and did their best to show their solicitude towards 

their mothers and her prominence in their lives.  

 

 

 

 

 

Students from classes VI - XII 

enthusiastically participated 

in the Painting/ Sketching 

Competition based on the 

theme “Global Warming” 

for the Nai Udaan Science 

Magazine’s cover page. The 

young artists displayed their 

wonderful skills through 

various posters. 

LAUGHTER DAY ACTIVITY  

 

MOTHER’S DAY ACTIVITY 

PAINTINGS FOR NAI UDAAN 
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Intensifying the campaign against pollution and to phase out single use plastic, the school 

set up a separate room “Bartan Bhandar” to store reusable utensils and use them daily and 

in other school functions. The students were made aware of the same in the morning 

assembly through activities. 

 

 

 

 

The Anti-Drug Campaign aims to educate and enable youth to reject illicit drugs. In lieu of 

the same, the school organised an Anti-Drug Campaign wherein the students took pledge 

against the use of drugs. In order to enhance the campaign, poster and slogans were made 

and displayed in the school premises too. 

 

 

In order to celebrate the rich cultural heritage and a mosaic of achievements of the world’s 

oldest civilization, Ministry of Culture along with Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas, 

observed Jigyasa – The Heritage Quiz for the age-group of 13 to 18 years. Students of 

classes IX - XII enthusiastically participated in this online quiz and got acquainted to the 

rich culture. 

SETTING OF BARTAN BHANDAR & PLASTIC WASTE MANAGEMENT 

ANTI DRUG CAMPAIGN 

JIGYASA- THE HERITAGE QUIZ  
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In order to promote health, prevent diseases and to facilitate 

social inclusion, the students 

enthusiastically participated in this 

iconic day. They took up bicycle 

rides and showcased the 

strengthening of physical and 

mental health along with developing 

a culture of cycling in society.  

 

 

 

 

“Yoga is a light, which once lit will never dim. The 

better your practice, the brighter your flame.” 

To raise awareness worldwide about the benefits of Yoga 

in daily life, International Yoga Day is celebrated every 

year on June 21, since its initiation in 2015. The theme for 

International Yoga Day in 2022 is 'Yoga for Humanity', 

which is intended at enlightening the physical, mental, 

and emotional state of people. SNPS, NC too observed the 

day virtually, through a 

fervent yoga session for all 

staff members. The session 

comprised of various meditative, breathing and sitting asanas, 

concluding with laughter session. Instructors briefed about all 

asanas simultaneously. To mark the day, students from Pre 

Primary to grade XII splendidly demonstrated Surya 

Namaskars and various asanas, along with their family 

members. Collages and videos portraying yogism were 

delectably dispensed. 

 

 

‘Every activity worth doing has a learning curve.’ 

Summer vacation is the time for the kids to relax and enjoy and summer camps are   about 

the growth, development and accomplishment of the student. To make it fruitful the 

School conducted an online Summer Camp ‘ECHOES’ from May 23, 2022 to May 28, 2022 

for the students of Pre Primary to grade VIII, in order to provide an opportunity to hone 

certain life skills while having fun. The aim behind these sessions was to keep the 

students engaged during their summer break so that they could invest their free time in 

some fun activities. 

WORLD BICYCLE DAY 

8th INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY, 2022 

SUMMER CAMP (FUN CLASSES)-”ECHOES” 
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The unique platform included activities that will help to bring out the best hidden talents in 

the students. There was a wide range of activities offered to the students to choose from 

zumba, craft and create, life skills, story sessions, fun with online games, origami, flameless 

cooking, mathematical tricks, experimental fun, dance styles and percussion music, yoga 

& aerobics, techniques of first aid etc. 

The course offered opportunities to learn and develop skills. It was designed for the 

enhancement and management of skills required to achieve success and opportunities for 

personal growth that last a lifetime. Skilled and experienced faculty members gave 

children proper guidance throughout the course. It was indeed remarkable to observe how 

students had a great time with their course experience.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 “Health is the only wealth that we all want to earn.” 

As the new session commenced with zeal and enthusiasm, it was just apt to begin it by 

sensitizing the children about the need to take care of their health. 

On the occasion of WORLD HEALTH DAY, the young learners of Pre -Primary wing of 

SNPS, Nirankari colony were made aware about various ways to maintain health and 

hygiene. The children were explained about the importance of staying healthy and fit. They 

were given hands on experience through hand washing activity. The session was 

interactive as the children shared their views about different healthy habits they had 

adopted in their daily routine. Overall, it was an enriching experience for young minds. 

 

HEALTH DAY 
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 “Let’s hope this harvest season brings the best for the world. Happy Baisakhi to all” 

Baisakhi was celebrated with fervour and gaiety in 

the Pre -Primary wing. The festival of harvest was 

celebrated to acquaint the students with our 

cultural heritage. The facilitators briefed the 

children about the importance of the festival, a 

story was also showcased. Post the story session, 

the kids were engaged in craft activity. The Pre -

School kids made paper fans and pasted them on a 

long strip forming a head gear while the Pre -

Primary kids made origami paper fans and pasted 

them on sticks. Celebrations concluded with the 

students dancing on the tunes of Punjabi folk songs 

and enjoyed the festival to the fullest.  

 

 

 ‘All the labour that uplifts humanity has dignity 

and importance, and hence should be 

undertaken with painstaking excellence. ‘ 

Labour Day is a reminder for all of us that our helpers 

are the real architects of our society and they 

deserve their due respect. 

The tiny tots of Pre-Primary Wing celebrated this 

special day by doing 

fun filled craft activity. 

They were involved 

in making ‘THANK 

YOU ‘cards. Teachers 

acquainted the 

children about the 

importance of 

Labour’s Day. The 

children expressed 

their gratitude by 

giving ‘Thank You’ cards 

and chocolates to housekeeping and security staff. 

The young ones were overwhelmed by this act of thankfulness. 

 

 

BAISAKHI CELEBRATION 

LABOUR DAY  
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 “Inside each of us is a natural-born artist, waiting to be released.” 

To strengthen the verbal skills and foster public speaking 

competency of young minds, ‘Show and Tell’ (Cartoon 

Character Familiarization) Inter Class Competition was 

organized for the students of Grade I.  

The students were excited to share their descriptive 

narration and waited eagerly for their turns. Tiny speakers 

spoke few lines on their favourite cartoon characters. Little 

champs used props wisely with remarkable sentences. 

The activity gave children a thrilling experience and 

engaged them through activity based learning. 

WINNERS: CARTOON CHARACTER 

FAMILIARIZATION (GRADE I) 

 

 

 

 

 

‘Storytelling is the most powerful way to put ideas into the world.’ 

A wise man once said, “After nourishment, shelter 

and companionship, stories are the thing we need 

most in the world.” It’s the stories that give wings to 

our imagination. Since time immemorial, storytelling 

has been an integral part of our childhood. To keep 

the tradition going and to incite curiosity and the 

love for reading in children, a story telling 

competition was held for Class II students. 

The young, enthusiastic storytellers armed with their props came forth with wonderful tales. 

While some stories gave the audience food for thought and some reinforced moral values 

STUDENT 

NAME 
CLASS & SEC POSITION 

KAVYA I B FIRST 

CARTOON CHARACTER FAMILIARIZATION (SHOW AND TELL) 

ENGLISH STORY TELLING COMPETITION 
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WINNERS: ENGLISH STORY TELLING COMPETITION (GRADE II) 

STUDENT NAME Class & Section Position 

Ishana II C First 

Haima II C Second  

Navya II A Third 

Ridhima  II B Third  

Saksham II C  Appreciation 

Raihan II C Appreciation 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Music, when soft voices die, vibrates in the memory.” — Percy Bysshe Shelley 

To promote singing talents in the school and to 

inculcate moral ethics in young minds, an ‘AVTAR 

BAANI GEET COMPETITION’ was organized for 

children of grade III. 

The budding singers put up the amazing show with 

their melodious voice and mesmerized the audience 

present in the hall. The participants were judged on 

the scale of their melody, rhythm, synchronization and 

expressions.  

AVTAR BAANI GEET COMPETITION 

ह िंदी इिंटर क्लास कॉम्पिहटशन 
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WINNERS: INTRA CLASS III - AVTAR BAANI GEET COMPETITION 

STUDENT NAME CLASS & SEC POSITION 

KAVYA III B FIRST 

VANSHIKA 

ISHAAN SURI 

III B 

III B 

SECOND 

ADWITA III A THIRD 

 

 

 

 

Hurdling is an act of jumping over an obstacle 

at a high speed or in a sprint. To instil the spirit 

of sportsmanship and to promote physical 

health and fitness, a hurdle race competition 

was organized for the students of Grade IV. 

Students participated with great zeal and 

confidence. The encouraging audience 

invigorated the participants to display the best 

performance.  

GRADE IV -WINNERS HURDLE RACE 

COMPETITION 

 

STUDENT NAME CLASS & SECTION POSITION 

EKANSH IV B FIRST 

SHRUTI IV B FIRST 

RIYANSH IV A SECOND 

DHRISHTI IV C SECOND 

LAVISH IV C THIRD 

BHOOMI IV A THIRD 

HURDLE RACE COMPETITION 
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 ‘Apart from education, you need good health, and for that, you need to play sports.’  

An Inter Class Race Competition was organized for Class V students by Sports Department. 

The competition aimed to enable students to showcase their physical health along with 

quick thinking.  

The students were judged on the parameters of speed, discipline and agility. 

Winners: Grade V- Inter Class Race Competition (Girls) 

STUDENT NAME CLASS & SEC POSITION 

VANSHIKA V A FIRST 

YASHIKA PAL V A SECOND 

 

 

 

 

 ‘Creativity is contagious, pass it on’. 

An Intra Class Paper Collage Competition was organized for class V students. The 

competition aimed to gain concentration skills and exhibition of creativity. The children 

came up with different images related to the theme - Motherhood and participated with 

great zeal and enthusiasm. Judgement was done on the parameters of adherence to theme, 

over all presentation and timely submission. 

Winners: Class V- Inter Class Paper Collage Competition 

STUDENT NAME CLASS & SEC POSITION 

ARADHYA TYAGI 

VANSHIKA TOMAR 

V A 

V A 

FIRST 

ARUSH V B SECOND 

PARNITA KAUR V B THIRD 

 

 

 

INTRA CLASS PAPER COLLAGE COMPETITION 

ATHLETICS (RACE) COMPETITION 
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“The job of feet is walking, but their hobby is 

dancing.” 

To hone the dancing skills of the students, a Dance 

Competition was organized for the students of 

Grade IV. True to the theme, the vivacious dancers 

set the floor on fire with their energetic 

performances and this was a reflection of their 

passion and hard work. The choreography, rhythm, 

synchronization and presentation of all the students 

were very good. 

 

Winners: Class IV- Intra Class Dance Competition 

STUDENT NAME CLASS & SECTION POSITION 

TRISHA IV A FIRST 

HARDIK IV C SECOND 

SARAH IV B THIRD 

 

 

 

To strengthen the verbal skills and to foster 

public speaking competency of young minds, 

Computer Personification Intra class Competition 

was organized for the students of Grade II. 

Students spoke with confidence, correct 

pronunciation and voice modulation using 

appropriate props. 

 

Winner: Class II- Inter Class Computer 

Personification Competition  

STUDENT NAME CLASS & SEC POSITION 

MEHAK II A FIRST 

PRISHASAHANI 

ARMAAN 

II A 

II C 

SECOND 

ANUSHKA 

GIANNAPURI 

II B 

II C 

THIRD 

 

INTRA CLASS DANCE COMPETITION  

COMPUTER PERSONIFICATION COMPETITION 
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“Poetry is simply the most beautiful, impressive and widely effective mode of saying 

things.” 

An Inter-Class Poetry Recitation Competition was organized for Grade III students. Young 

poets enjoyed the participation of expression, thoughts and emotions. Students were 

judged on the parameters of confidence, expression and presentation. The young poets 

enthralled the audience with their articulation and memory skills while reciting poem.  

Winners: Intra Class III - HILARIOUS POEM RECITATION COMPETITION  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“A well-balanced person is one who finds 

both sides of an issue laughable.” — 

Herbert Procknow. 

“Hasya Kavita Pratiyogita”-An Intra class competition 

was organised for the students of Class VII on 2 May, 

2022 on the occasion of World Laughter Day. 

Participants participated enthusiastically and made 

everyone laugh with their performances and won the 

hearts of judges. They were judged on the parameters 

of content, voice modulation, confidence and 

expression. 

 

 

STUDENT NAME CLASS& SECTION POSITION 

MASOOMA III A FIRST 

ARPITA SINGH III B SECOND 

SAANVI III C THIRD 

INTRA CLASS- III: HILARIOUS POEM RECITATION COMPETITION  

WORLD LAUGHTER DAY 
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Winners: Intra Class VII-Hasya Kavita Pratiyogita 

STUDENT NAME CLASS & SECTION WINNERS 

JAYASWI PODDAR VII A FIRST 

DIYA VII B SECOND 

TRISHLA BANSAL VII C THIRD 

 

 

 

The school hosted the first Intra class competition of the 

session for the students of class VIII on dated 2nd May, 

2022. The event was a Stand – Up Comedy Competition 

wherein students participated whole heartedly. 

 The participants were expected to perform a two minute 

humorous act. Participants performed zealously and 

presented extremely satirical and uplifting acts. Not only 

was it comical but also intellectually stimulating. 

Winner: Intra Class VIII: Stand-up comedy  

 

 

 

 

“Being a family means you are a part of something very wonderful. It means you will 

love and be loved for the rest of your life.” – Lisa Weed 

‘International Family Day’ was observed on 18th May, 2022 in the 

Middle Wing fervently. Various innovative activities were organised 

at each level of class VI-VIII. Class VI had the activity of decorating 

family photo whereas beautiful Family Trees were portrayed on the 

chart by the students of class VII .They also depicted the trait of each 

family member which inspired them the most below the 

photograph. Handkerchief painting by the students of class VIII was 

eye catching with beautiful motives on the handkerchief using fabric 

paints. Student’s efforts were highly appreciated by their mentors and cherished by their 

family members for whom students made tokens of love. Students also shared cherished 

moments with their families in the class. 

STUDENT NAME CLASS & SECTION POSITION 

ADITYA VIII-C FIRST 

IMRAN SHEIKH VIII-B SECOND 

DHAREY VIII-A THIRD 

INTERNATIONAL FAMILY DAY 

INTRA CLASS VIII: STAND UP COMEDY COMPETITION 
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'Truly great are those who bloom even in autumn of adversary'. 

Baba Ji was an epitome of love, He lived His life in spreading warmth and kindness 

and He expected each one of us to imbibe the same values in our lives. 

To uphold the values and teachings of Baba Hardev Singh Ji Maharaj , a ‘Poster Making 

Activity’ was conducted for the students of Class XII on 13th May, 2022 on the occasion of 

‘Samarpan Diwas’. Students wholeheartedly participated in the activity by making beautiful 

posters and recited devotional songs. 

 

 

 “Mindfulness is a pause – the space between stimulus and response: that’s where 

choice lies.” – Tara Brach 

Mindfulness is a state of mind characterized by awareness and attention in the present 

moment, which reduces negative feelings and enhances positive emotions. Aiming for the 

same, students of classes IX, X & XII were involved in yoga, meditation, prayers, music and 

laughter therapy. Students during meditation and yoga increased average subjective 

happiness and mindfulness attention awareness. Happiness Curriculum envisaged to 

create a model of improving happiness and well-being through the school education. 

 

 

“MATHEMATICS is not about numbers, equations, computations and algorithms: it is 

about UNDERSTANDING” William Paul Thurston. 

A little competition can inspire Mathematics 

students to greater achievement. It provides a 

challenging and engaging mathematical 

experience that is both competitive and 

educational. As a part of extended learning, Maths 

Quiz was conducted for the students of Grade 4 and 

Grade 12.  Wherein students of grade 12 taught 

and tested the shortcut method of two digits 

multiplication to the students of grade IV. Maths 

Quiz encourages, attracts, alerts and brings in an 

open-minded attitude among youngsters which helps them to develop clarity in their 

thinking. 

SAMARPAN DIWAS 

HAPPINESS AND MINDFULNESS CURRICULUM  

MATHEMATICS QUIZ /ACTIVITY 
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 ‘Extempore is an excellent way to assist the 

students not only in spontaneous thinking but 

also in asserting their creative ideas with 

precision.’ 

 The main focus of the school has always been on 

improving the Soft Skills amongst the students. 

With this intention in mind, a Science Extempore 

was organized for the students of Class X. The 

icing on the cake was that it was a two way 

activity where in ideas delivered by grade X 

students enlightened the audience of grade IV 

& V. The participants Ayush, Tejal Gakhar, 

Harshit, Priya and Sonia  delivered their 

speeches with great confidence and left no 

stone unturned to give in their best on the 

simple concepts of science like refraction of 

light, Tyndall effect, adulteration etc. Entire 

activity was monitored under the supervision  

 

 

 

 

SCIENCE EXTEMPORE  

 

BAL HASAY KAWAYA SANGATHAN 
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'Believe in yourself. You are braver than you think, more 

talented than you know, and capable of more than you 

imagine.' 

AN Institution's satisfaction undeniably comes from 

students mastering a curriculum but educators also derive 

tremendous fulfilment when Ex-scholars continue to shine 

with Glory, Respect and Pride. 

Heartiest Congratulations to our Ex-luminous star 

Himanshu (2018-19 batch) from Science Stream who 

scored 90% in CBSE Board exams. Successfully qualified 

NEET with 99.42 percentile and currently pursuing MBBS (2nd year) at ABVIMS - Dr RML 

Hospital. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PROUD MOMENTS 
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IMAGE GALLERY 

MOTHER’S DAY 

MOTHER’S DAY 

CULINARY AR CLASS 

EARTH DAY 

POEM RECITATION 

EARTH DAY 
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1. VAN MAHOTSAV 

2. KARGIL VICTORY 

DAY 

3. WORLD NATURE 

CONSERVATION 

DAY 

4. HIROSHIMA DAY 

5. QUIT INDIA DAY 

6. INTERNATIONAL 

DAY 

7. WORLD 

HUMANITARIAN DAY 

8. SENIOR CITIZENS 

DAY 

 

AND MANY 

MORE………. 


